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Chemical Kitchen is an innovative,
interdisciplinary teaching approach
designed to provide training in laboratory
skills and scientific mindset through the
use of the parallels between professional
kitchens and scientific laboratories.

Together with Professor Alan Spivey, they recognized further parallels with the work of Synthetic Chemists in the laboratory, with additional emphasis placed on close observation,
detailed records, and commitment to reproducibility. They
have asked “Where do we explicitly teach all these skills at
Imperial College London?” The answer is that we don’t,
which is in contrast to culinary schools!

Alan Spivey
Prof of Synthetic Chemistry
Assitant Provost
(Teaching and Education)

Jozef Youssef
Owner and Chef Patron
of Kitchen Theory

Chemical
Kitchen

Kitchen
Theory

Brown sugar jelly
- adapting protocols
- casting an agar gel

Tea sphere

- time-controlled reaction
- preparing hydrocolloid
solutions
- controlling ioinic environment
of the reaction

The complete dish
- meticulous working
- dextrous techniques
- creativity
- planning and execution

Chocolate pebbles

- working with amphiphilic
materials
- using judgement to decide
when to finish
adding substrate

Faux caviar

Chocolate bonbon

- dropwise addition
- using a cooling oil bath
- dissolving agar

- melting solids

Meringue

- creating emulsions
- dehydration

It provides a safe space for students to
make mistakes and learn and repeat tasks
as they gain confidence in the scientific
method and laboratory techniques.

Day 2: Experimental design:
Deep-fried egg yolks

It also contributes to cohort building:
developing a sense of collegiality through
fun and engaging activities rather than
competition and provides an opportunity
for formative assessment of key skills
ahead of their synthetic chemistry lab.
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Roger Kneebone
Prof. of Surgical Education
and Engagement Science

- Interpret and
follow protocols
- Plan and perform
simple
experiments
- Demonstrate safe
and hygienic
working
- Work
constructively in
teams
- Practice
meticulous
techniques
- Make and record close
observations and precise
measurements
- Analyze, interpret, and
communicate results
- Reflect on constructive criticism

- recrystallization
- suction filtration

- experimental design
- incubation at controlled temperature and time

This approach assists with the transition
between school and university.

Day 3: Modernist recipes
and dish creation
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Luke Delmas
Chemistry Teaching Fellow
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Jakub Radzikowski
Culinary Education Designer

They then came up with the idea of The Chemical Kitchen and secured funding from Imperial College Learning & Teaching Strategy Pedagogy Transformation
Fund. The idea was to provide laboratory skills
training through the parallel of cooking,
and we have run the course for the first
time in 2019, where 1st year UG
Chemistry students took it as a
first practical laboratory
course in their curriculum.

Deep fried egg yolk

Through learning across disciplines,
insights into the practices of work can be
beneficially shared between seemingly
unrelated fields.

Day 1: Making curd cheese
and recrystalizing sea salt
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In 2017, during the “Thinking
with your hands” event at the Art Workers Guild in London, Professor Roger Kneebone, after talking with Chef Jozef Youssef, recognized parallels in the way a Surgeon in the Operating
Theatre and a Chef in the Kitchen work.

What is
Chemical Kitchen?

Balsamic vinegar salt
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Teaching staff have
noticed that students are
more confident and work more
efficiently in their first synthetic chemistry practical
after completing the Chemical Kitchen cf. previous years.

The students enjoyed the course and felt like they learned useful
skills. The wordcloud below shows the most common themes as expressed by students in their written feedback:

Relaxed environment

Nice teachers

Learned useful skills

Fun
Enjoyable

Opporunity to be creative
Enhanced confidence

Tiring

Delicious food

Teamwork

plans
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The Chemical Kitchen:
Learning Across Disciplines

- Develop new modules for
all chemistry students in
later years
- Develop a fully remote
version of the course
- Rollout to other departments
such as Medicine, Biosciences
and Material sciences,
co-developed with students
- Outreach and Public Engagement
during festivals and online

- Publish our approach to
cross-disciplinary teaching and its
effectiveness
- Building a new bespoke collaborative and
interdisciplinary kitchen space
- Summer research projects with interdisciplinary
student teams developing culinary innovations

Need more sinks
Food waste

More/longer course
Amazing Experience Didn't like ELN

Not useful
Useful & worthwhile

Food not tasty

Wants more chemistry

Learn more about the project on our website
and on our YouTube channel

